Abstract. We construct a resolution of the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map for a regular smoothing of a nodal curve. More precisely, let π : C → B be a regular smoothing of a nodal curve C with a section σ through its smooth locus. Let J be the degree-0 Esteves' compactified Jacobian, parametrizing torsion-free rank-1 sheaves on C/B that are canonically σ-quasistable. Consider the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map α 2 : C 2 := C × B C J of C/B, sending a pair (Q 1 , Q 2 ) of points of the fiber Cη of π over the generic point η of B to the invertible sheaf O Cη (2σ(η) − Q 1 − Q 2 ). We show that if φ : C 2 → C 2 is the blowup of C 2 first along its diagonal subscheme and then along products of 2-tails and 3-tails of C, then the map α 2 • φ : C 2 J is a morphism.
1. Introduction 1.1. The problem. Let C be a smooth connected projective curve over an algebraically closed field K. The degree-d Abel map of C is a map α What about Abel maps for singular curves that are limits of smooth curves? This question is natural and potentially very useful. Indeed, the Abel theorem suggests a possible interplay between Abel maps and limits of linear series on singular curve. This interplay has been recently explored in [16] for curves of compact type with two components. It was through the study of degenerations of linear series that the celebrated Brill-Noether and Gieseker-Petri theorems were proved in [18] and [17] .
The theory of limit linear system has been systemized for curves of compact type in the seminal work of Eisenbud and Harris [13] . Nevertheless, a satisfactory theory of limit linear series for nodal curves is not available, although there are works in this direction in [12] and [15] for curves with two components and a recent new approach in [21] for curves of compact type with two components.
Not much is known for Abel maps for singular curves. In fact, Abel maps have been constructed only in few cases: For irreducible curves in [2] , in degree one in [7] and [8] , for curves of compact type and any degree in [11] , and recently for nodal curves with two components and any degree in [1] . This paper is devoted to the construction of a degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map for any nodal curve. A part of our construction is strongly based of the previous work [9] , where the existence of degree-2 Abel maps for nodal curves is reduced to a series of numerical conditions. More precisely, a crucial step in this paper is to check the validity of the admissibility conditions given in [9, Definition 6.4] , over which our Theorem 1.1 is based.
All the known Abel maps are natural, meaning that they are limits of Abel maps of smooth curves over one-dimensional bases. The general problem of defining Abel maps for a smoothing π : C → B of a nodal curve remains open. Here, a smoothing π : C → B of a nodal curve C is a family of curves over B := Spec K[ [t] ] with special fiber isomorphic to C and with C smooth. There are two main obstructions in the construction of a resolution of higher degree Abel maps.
First, since rational Abel maps for the smoothing π are naturally defined over the product C d := C × B · · · × B C of d copies of C over B, one should be able to understand how the scheme C d behaves under a sequence of blowups. This issue has been considered for d = 2 in [9] and for any d in [1] , where the relevant informations about the local and global geometry of the schemes C d are unrevealed. Second, since a resolution should be defined for a smoothing of any given nodal curve, complex combinatorial problems naturally arise. Since Abel maps take values in a compactified Jacobian defined by means of numerical conditions (see Section 2.1), a natural combinatorial issue is how to "convert" an invertible sheaf in such a way that it satisfies these conditions. It is equivalent to give a modular description of the so-called Abel-Néron maps. These maps are natural extensions of Abel maps to the B-smooth locus of C d by means of Néron models and take values either in the Caporaso's or in Esteves' compactified Jacobian constructed in [5] and in [14] (see [7] and Section 2.3 for more details). The modularity of the Abel-Néron maps is described for the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map in [22] and it is strongly used in this paper. We believe that a generalization of this result is possible, at least for the degree-d Abel-Jacobi map, although this should require significant new ideas.
1.2.
The results. Let C be a nodal curve defined over the algebraically closed field K. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of C. Let σ be a section of π through its smooth locus. The degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map of C/B is defined as the rational map α 2 : C 2 = C × B C J sending a pair (Q 1 , Q 2 ) of points of the fiber C η over the generic point η of B of π to the invertible sheaf O Cη (2σ(η) − Q 1 − Q 2 ). Here, J is the proper fine moduli scheme introduced by Esteves in [14] , parametrizing degree-0 torsion-free rank-1 sheaves on C/B that are σ-quasistable (with respect to a canonical polarization). We refer to Section 2.1 for more details.
In general, the map α 2 is not defined everywhere on C 2 , as the case of a twocomponent two-node curve already shows (see [10] ). Thus, to construct a geometrically meaningful resolution of α 2 , first we need to understand the geometry of the blowups of the scheme C 2 . We choose to blowup C 2 along its diagonal subscheme and along (the strict transforms of) Weil divisors of type Z 1 × Z 2 , where Z 1 and Z 2 are subcurves of C. In fact, C 2 is singular, and a suitable chain of such blowups give rise to a good partial desingularization φ : C 2 → C 2 of C 2 , meaning that all the strict transforms φ −1 (Z 1 × Z 2 ) become Cartier divisors (see Section 2.2). Fix a good partial desingularization φ : C 2 → C 2 . We then consider the family of curves p 1 : C 2 × B C → C 2 , where p 1 is the projection onto the first factor. Since J is a fine moduli scheme, to get a resolution of α 2 we need a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf on C 2 × B C/ C 2 that is σ-quasistable on the fibers of p 1 and whose induced map C 2 → J generically agrees with α 2 . Actually, we consider a blowup ψ : C 3 → C 2 × B C and we construct such a sheaf as ψ * L ψ , where L ψ is an invertible sheaf on C 3 . We refer to Section 2.3 for the definition of L ψ . Here, ψ is a good partial desingularization of C 2 × B C, meaning that all the strict transforms of the divisors φ −1 (Z 1 × Z 2 ) × Z 3 of C 2 × B C via ψ become Cartier divisors, where Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 are subcurves of C. Finally, we consider distinguished points of C 2 , that is points A that are contained in the " most degenerate locus" of C 2 . This means that A is contained in the intersection of three distinct divisors of C
2
(1)
where C γ1 , C γ ′
1
, C γ2 and C γ ′ 2 are components of C; in particular, φ(A) = (R 1 , R 2 ), where R 1 and R 2 are nodes of C (see also Section 2.2).
The first relevant information about ψ * L ψ is obtained in Theorems 3.6 and 4.4; we can state them as follows. and ψ : C 3 → C 2 × B C be good partial desingularizations. Then ψ * L ψ is a relatively torsion-free, rank-1 sheaf on C 2 × B C/ C 2 of relative degree 0, whose formation commutes with base change. Moreover, the rational map α 2 • φ : C
2
J induced by ψ * L ψ is defined on an open subset of C 2 containing the distinguished points in φ −1 (R, R), for every reducible node R of C.
The question whether or not ψ * L ψ is quasistable is then reduced to checking quasistabilty of the restriction of ψ * L ψ to the fibers p −1 1 (A), where A is a distinguished point of C 2 contained in φ −1 (R 1 , R 2 ), for reducible nodes R 1 and R 2 of C (see Lemma 4.3) . By Theorem 1.1 we may also assume that R 1 and R 2 are distinct.
The key step is to introduce a combinatorial condition on a distinguished point A which turns out to be equivalent to the fact that α 2 • φ is defined on an open subset of C 2 containing A. If A is contained in the intersection (1) , this condition only depends on the nested sets of tails of C associated to (γ 1 , γ 2 ), (γ 1 , γ ′ 2 ) and (γ ′ 1 , γ 2 ) (see Section 2.4 for the definition of these sets). We say that A is quasistable if it satisfies such a combinatorial condition (see Section 5.2 for more details). The key result is contained in Theorem 6.3; we can state it as follows. Theorem 1.2. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C with a section σ through its smooth locus. Let φ : C 2 → C 2 and ψ : C 3 → C 2 × B C be good partial desingularizations. Consider a pair (R 1 , R 2 ) of reducible nodes of C, with R 1 = R 2 , and let A be the set of distinguished points of
The following properties are equivalent.
• A is quasistable, for every A in A;
Here, a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf I on a nodal curve C is simple if Hom(I, I) = K. In general, if I is quasistable, then it is simple, and it is easy to find examples showing that the two notions are not equivalent. It is worth to notice that Theorem 1.2 implies the surprising result that ψ * L ψ is σ-quasistable if and only if it is simple.
Finally, we produce a global blowup of C 2 fulfilling the local criterion of Theorem 1.2. This is done in Theorem 6.4 by taking blowups along (the strict transforms of) products 2-tails and 3-tails of C, that is connected subcurves W of C such that C \ W is connected and such that W ∩ C \ W has cardinality 2 or 3. Theorem 1.3. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C. Let W 1 , . . . , W N be the 2-tails and the 3-tails of C. Consider the sequence of blowups
where φ 0 is the blowup of C 2 along its diagonal subscheme and φ i is defined as the blowup of C 2 i−1 along the strict transform of the divisor
J is a morphism.
Notation and terminology.
Throughout the paper we will use the following notation and terminology. We work over an algebraically closed field K. A curve is a connected, projective and reduced scheme of dimension 1 over K. We will always consider curves with nodal singularities. Let C be a curve. We denote the irreducible components of C by C 1 , . . . , C p . The genus of C is g := 1 − χ(O C ). We denote by ω C the dualizing sheaf of C. A subcurve of C is a union of irreducible components of C. Let Z be a proper subcurve of C. We let Z c := C \ Z and call it the complementary curve of Z. We call a point in Z ∩ Z c a terminal point of Z, and we set
Moreover, we set Term C = Term ∅ = ∅. We say that Z is a tail if Z and Z c are connected; it is a k-tail
c for some proper subcurve Z, otherwise it is irreducible. We denote by N (C) the set of reducible nodes of C. A subset ∆ of the set of nodes of C is disconnecting if the normalization of C at the points of ∆ is not connected.
Let Z and Z ′ be subcurves of C. We write Z ≺ Z ′ if Z Z ′ and the intersection Term Z ∩ Term Z ′ is empty. Moreover, we write Z ∧ Z ′ to denote the union of the components of C contained in Z ∩ Z ′ . If Term Z ∩ Term Z ′ is nonempty, we say that the pair (Z, Z ′ ) is terminal, or that Z is Z ′ -terminal, or that Z ′ is Z-terminal; otherwise, we say that (Z, Z ′ ) is free. We say that (Z, Z ′ ) is perfect if one of the following condition holds
If S is a set of subcurve of C, we say that Z is S-free if (Z, W ) is free, for every W in S. If A and B are sets, we denote by A ⊔ B the disjoint union of A and B. Given a map of curves µ : C ′ → C we say that an irreducible component of C ′ is µ-exceptional if it is a smooth rational curve and is contracted by the map. A chain of rational curves (of length d) is a curve which is the union of smooth rational curves E 1 , . . . , E d such that E i ∩ E j is empty if |i − j| > 1 and #(E i ∩ E i+1 ) = 1. A chain of µ-exceptional components is a chain of µ-exceptional curves. We define the curve C(d) as a curve endowed with a map µ : C(d) → C, called contraction map such that µ is an isomorphism over the smooth locus of C, and the preimage of each node of C consists of a chain of µ-exceptional components of length
Since the maximal chains of µ-exceptional components have d components, there
We call the W -liftings L W i the canonical W -liftings. We will use the previous setup just in the case d = 2.
A family of curves is a proper and flat morphism π : C → B whose fibers are curves. The family π :
and regular if C is regular; in this case, we denote by 0 and η respectively the closed and the generic point of B, and we set C η := π −1 (η). A smoothing of a curve C is a regular local family π : C → B whose fiber over 0 is isomorphic to C (and hence with C η smooth).
Compactified Jacobians and Abel maps
2.1. Compactified Jacobians of nodal curves. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C 1 , . . . , C p and let P be a smooth point of C. The degreef Jacobian of C is the scheme parametrizing the equivalence classes of degree-f invertible sheaves on C. In general, this scheme is neither proper nor of finite type. To solve these issues we resort to torsion-free rank-1 simple sheaves and to stability conditions.
A coherent sheaf I on C is torsion-free if it has no embedded components, rank-1 if it has generic rank 1 at each component of C, and simple if Hom(I, I) = K. Equivalently, I is not simple if and only if the locus over which I is non-invertible consists of a set of disconnecting nodes of C. We call deg(I) := χ(I) − χ(O C ) the degree of I.
A polarization of degree f on C is a vector bundle of degree f and rank r > 0 on C. Given a polarization E of degree f and rank r on C, we consider its multi-slope
Let I be a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf of degree f on C. For every proper subcurve Y of C, we define the sheaf I Y as the sheaf I| Y modulo torsion, and we set
We say that I is P -quasistable over Y with respect to E if the following conditions hold
Note that I is P -quasistable over Y if and only if it is over Y c . We say that I is P -quasistable with respect to E if it is P -quasistable with respect to E over every proper subcurve of C. Since the conditions are additive on connected components it is enough to check them over connected subcurves. In fact, it is easy to see that it suffices to check on connected subcurves with connected complement.
Let π : C → B be a family of nodal curves. Assume that there are sections σ 1 , . . . , σ n : B → C of π through its smooth locus and such that, for every b ∈ B and for every irreducible component Y of π −1 (b), we have σ i (b) ∈ Y , for some i in {1, . . . , n}. Notice that this condition is satisfied if π is a smoothing of a nodal curve (see [3, Proposition 5 
of Section 2.3]).
Let σ : B → C be a section of π through its smooth locus of and E be a polarization of degree f on C/B, i.e. a vector bundle E on C of relative degree f and rank r > 0. We say that a sheaf I over C is σ-quasistable with respect to E if I| π −1 (b) is a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf that is σ(b)-quasistable with respect to E| π −1 (b) , for every b ∈ B. The degree-f compactified Jacobian of C/B is the scheme J f parametrizing degree-f sheaves over C that are σ-quasistable with respect to E. This scheme is proper and of finite type (see [14, Theorems A and B] ) and it represents the contravariant functor J from the category of locally Noetherian B-schemes to sets, defined on a B-scheme S by
where π S is the projection onto the second factor and σ S is the pullback of the section σ, and where ∼ is the equivalence relation given by I 1 ∼ I 2 if and only if there exists an invertible sheaf M on S such that
If g is the genus of the fibers of π, a canonical polarization on C/B is a polarization on C/B with the same multi-slope of the polarization on C/B given by
where ω π is the relative dualizing sheaf of π. If E is a canonical polarization on C/B, for every b ∈ B and for every proper subcurve Y of π −1 (b) we have
If a sheaf I over C is σ-quasistable with respect to a canonical polarization on C/B, we simply say that I is σ-quasistable. We will denote by J the degree-0 compactified Jacobian of C/B parametrizing sheaves on C/B that are σ-quasistable.
2.2.
The double and triple product. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components C 1 , . . . , C p and π : C → B be a smoothing of C. We set
Let us recall some important facts of the local geometry of C 2 and C 3 ; we refer the reader to [9, Section 3 and 4] for more details and the proofs of the statements.
Recall that
The completion of the local ring of
where x 0 , x 1 and y 0 , y 1 are local coordinates of C at R 1 and R 2 , and where the map π : C → B is given locally at R 1 and R 2 by t = x 0 x 1 and t = y 0 y 1 . We see that, locally around (R 1 , R 2 ), the singular locus of C 2 consists exactly of the point (R 1 , R 2 ). Assume that
To get a desingularization of C 2 locally around (R 1 , R 2 ), one can perform the blowup of the Weil divisor C γ1 × C γ2 of C 2 (which is equivalent to the blowup of the Weil divisor
2 (which is equivalent to the blowup of the Weil
is smooth and such that η is an isomorphism over U \ {(R 1 , R 2 )} and η −1 (R 1 , R 2 ) is isomorphic to a smooth rational curve. This rational curve is contained in C γ1,γ2,φ and
(respectively in C γ1,γ ′ 2 ,φ and C γ ′ 1 ,γ2,φ ) if and only if η is the blowup along C γ1,γ2
2 , we can always desingularize C 2 locally around (R, R) by blowing up the diagonal subscheme of C 2 , which is equivalent to the blowup of the Weil divisor
The local picture of these blowups is illustrated in Figure 1 . Perform a chain of blowups (2) φ :
where φ 0 is the blowup along the diagonal divisor of C 2 and where φ i is the blowup of C locally around (R, R), for R reducible node of C, and φ i to a desingularization of C 2 locally around the pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) of reducible nodes of C, for
, we see that if the chain in (2) is long and varied enough, the scheme C 2 is smooth away from the locus of points (R 1 , R 2 ), where one between R 1 and R 2 is an irreducible node of C. In particular, the strict transform via φ of any divisor of type Z 1 × Z 2 , for subcurves Z 1 and Z 1 of C, is a Cartier divisor of C 2 . In this case, we call a map φ :
Fix a good partial desingularizations φ :
There are exactly two distinguished points in φ −1 (R 1 , R 2 ). Indeed, assume w.l.g. that φ is, locally around (R 1 , R 2 ), the blowup of
Consider the fiber product C 2 × B C. For every distinguished point A of C 2 as in (3) and for every node S of C, the local completion of C 2 × B C at (A, S) is given by
where u, v, w are local coordinates of C 2 at A and where z 0 , z 1 are the local coordinates of C at S, and where the map π : C → B is given locally at S by t = z 0 z 1 .
We see that (A, S) is contained in the singular locus of
To get a desingularization of C 2 × B C locally around (A, S), one can blowup first along the Weil divisor C γ1,γ2,φ × C γ of C 3 and then along the strict transform of the Weil divisor C γ1,γ ′ 2 ,φ × C γ ′ . In fact, that there are six ways to produce a desingularization of C 3 locally around (A, S) by means of similar blowups. The local picture of these blowups is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Perform a chain of blowups
where ψ i is the blowup of
, and Z i,3 of C. If the chain in (4) is long and varied enough, the strict transforms via ψ of any divisor of type Z 1 × Z 2 × Z 3 , for subcurves Z 1 , Z 2 , and Z 3 of C, is a Cartier divisor of C 3 . In this case, we call a map ψ :
Fix a good partial desingularization ψ :
. . , p} 3 , we let C γ,γ ′ ,m,ψ be the strict transform to C 3 of the divisor C γ,γ ′ ,φ ×C m of C 2 × B C via ψ. We will consider the family of curves p 1 : C 2 × B C → C 2 , where p 1 is the projection onto the first factor. We let ξ : C 3 → C 2 × B C → C be the composition of ψ with the projection onto the last factor. For a distinguished point A of C 2 , we set
Recall that there is an identification of X A with C(2) and of ψ(X A ) with C, and that the contraction map µ : C(2) → C identifies with ψ| XA : X A → ψ(X A ) (see [9, Statement 2 of Lemma 3.2]). For each γ in {1, . . . , p}, we will denote by C γ the strict transform to X A of the component C γ of ψ(X A ) via ψ| XA .
• 
Moreover, if the node S of C is such that S ∈ C γ ∩ C γ ′ , for (γ, γ ′ ) in {1, . . . , p} 2 , we will denote by E S,γ (respectively E S,γ ′ ) the ψ| XA -exceptional component of X A contracted to (A, S) and intersecting C γ (respectively C γ ′ ), and we put
sending the special point of B to A and such that the pullbacks of C γ1,γ2,φ , C γ1,γ ′ 2 ,φ and C γ ′ 1 ,γ2,φ via λ are all prime. Form the Cartesian diagram (5)
By [9, Proposition 4.6] we have that ρ is a smoothing of X A , which we call the λ-smoothing of X A .
Abel maps and their extensions.
Keep the notation of Section 2.2. Let σ be a section of π : C → B through its smooth locus. Let P be a relative invertible sheaf on C/B of relative degree 2 + f and E be a polarization of degree f on C/B.
sending a pair (Q 1 , Q 2 ) of points of the fiber C η of π over the generic point η of B to the invertible sheaf
. . , p}, and if E is a canonical polarization, we set
and call it the Abel-Jacobi map of C/B.
To get a natural extension, we resort to the notion of Néron model. Let J f Cη be the degree-f Jacobian of
Cη is a B-scheme N (J f Cη ), smooth and separated over B, whose generic fiber is isomorphic to J f Cη and uniquely determined by the following universal property (the Néron mapping property): for every B-smooth scheme Z with generic fiber Z η and for every {η}-morphism u η : Z η → J Cη , there is a unique extension of u η to a morphism u :
For more details on Néron models, we refer the reader to [3] .
Proof. See [4] , [19, Theorem A] and [20, Theorem 3.1]; see also [6] .
LetĊ be the smooth locus of π and setĊ 2 :=Ċ × BĊ . SinceĊ 2 is B-smooth, combining the Néron mapping property and Theorem 2.1, the map α 2 P,E induces a morphism
which is called the Abel-Néron map. Although the definition of the Abel-Néron map is natural, it is not modular. We will discuss further down how one can reinterpret this problem. If M is a degree-f invertible sheaf on C, then there is a divisor D of C supported on C such that L ⊗ O C (D)| C is an invertible sheaf which is σ(0)-quasistable with respect to E. Moreover, D only depends on the degree of L on the components of C and it is uniquely determined up to sum-up multiples of the divisor C of C.
For each (γ, γ ′ ) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 and for smooth points Q γ and Q γ ′ of C lying respectively on C γ and C γ ′ , we let Z P,E γ,γ ′ be the divisor of C supported on C such that the invertible sheaf
, for every i in {1, . . . , p}, and if E is a canonical polarization, we set
Notice that
, where ρ i is the projection onto the product over B of the i-th and last factors of C 3 , for i = 1, 2, and put
We let ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 be the strict transforms of ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 to C 3 . Recall that ξ is the composed
where the second map is the projection onto the last factor. Consider the invertible sheaf L
, for every i in {1, . . . , p}, and E is a canonical polarization, then we set
agreeing with the (P, E)-Abel map of C/B over C η × B C η and sending a pair (Q γ , Q γ ′ ) of smooth points of C lying on C γ and C γ ′ , to the σ(0)-quasistable invertible sheaf
denotes the projection onto the first factor. Let σ ′ be the section of p 1 obtained as pull-back of the section σ of π :
, we see that the Abel-Néron map is induced by such a restriction. Therefore, to get a modular description of the Abel-Néron map, it suffices to describe the integers α
ψ . It is possible to do that for the integers α i,k,m by means of certain subcurves of C, as we will see in Theorem 2.4 of the next section.
Finally, let us recall an important property whose proof is in [9, Proposition 4.6] . Fix a slice λ : B → C 2 of C 2 through A, let W → B be the λ-smoothing of X A and θ : W → C 3 be the induced map (see Diagram 5) . If (R 1 , R 2 ) is a pair of reducible nodes of C, it follows that there are relative Cartier divisors Γ 1 and Γ 2 on W/B intersecting transversally X A respectively in E R1,γ1 and E R2,γ2 , and a Cartier divisor D of W supported on ψ| XA -exceptional components such that
2.4. Nested sets of tails. Keep the notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3. For every γ in {1, . . . , p}, consider the set of nested 1-tails of C associated to C γ
Thanks to Lemma 2.2, we can define the set of nested 2-tails of C associated to
t is inductively defined as the 2-tail which is minimal (with respect to inclusion) among the 2-tails Z of C such that
Thanks to Lemma 2.3, we can define the set of nested 3-tails of C associated to
t is inductively defined as the 2-tail of C which is minimal (with respect to inclusion) among the 2-tails Z of C that are T 2 γ,γ ′ -free and such that
γ,γ ′ are totally ordered sets (with respect to inclusion). For every (γ, γ ′ ) in {1, . . . , p} 2 , we set
Proof. See [22, Theorem 6.3] We will often use the following results.
Lemma 2.7. Let Z be a tail of a nodal curve C. The following properties hold
Proof. See [22, Lemma 3.4].
Admissibility
Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C. In this Section we will show that, for given good partial desingularizations φ : C 2 → C 2 and ψ :
Comparing nested sets of tails. Keep the notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
For a subset N of the set of nodes of C and for a set S of subcurves of C, we define
For every (i, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , p} and s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we set
It is easy to see that if T 1 i,k;j,k is nonempty, then it consists exactly of a tail such that C i ∩ C j is its set of terminal points. Proposition 3.1. Let C be a nodal curve with irreducible components
3 , where i = j and C i ∩ C j is nonempty. We have
For each s in {2, 3}, the set T s i,k|j,k is a totally ordered set with respect to inclusion; the minimal of the tails of T ′ are tails respectively of T i,k and T j,k terminating in C i ∩ C j , and hence W = W ′ . To show that (14) holds, we may assume that
Thus, by Lemma 2.7, we have k W = k W ′ = 3, and there is a node R of C such that
In the sequel, we will use the following relation that we proved so far
j,k ,Ci∩Cj ≤ 1 We claim that for each s ∈ {2, 3}, the set T s i,k|j,k is a totally ordered set with respect to inclusion and the minimal tail of T s i,k|j,k containing a tail Z of T s i,k|j,k is Z-terminal. Notice that the claim for s = 2 implies that (14) holds: Indeed, since W ∪ W ′ crosses R and W ∧ W ′ does not contain R, these subcurves are 2-tails, by [22, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3] and by the fact that any k-tail with k ≥ 2 is Z-free, for a 1-tail Z of C. In particular, Lemma 2.5 implies that there are (
it follows that
i,k ; also, X and X ′ do not contain each other, contradicting the fact that T 2 i,k|j,k is totally ordered. We prove the claim for s = 2. Write
i,k|j,k is nonempty, then the minimal tails of T 2 i,k and T 2 j,k are different. Hence, using (15) , exactly one of these tails do not contain C i ∪ C j (in particular, notice that (i) holds). We may assume that W 0 does not contain 
, by the minimal property of W 1 . Iterating the reasoning, we deduce that
We turn now to the proof of the claim for s = 3. Arguing as we did for s = 2, one can prove the claim when (i) holds for s = 3 (in this case, we can use that (14) holds and that T 2 i,k|j,k is empty). Assume that T 
is terminal for each t ∈ {1, . . . , m} and since the set of terminal points of any tail in 
is terminal, for each t ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The proof of the claim is complete.
We prove now that, for each s ∈ {2, 3}, the set T s i,k|j,k is nonempty if and only if exactly one between (i) and (ii) holds. Using (14), we see that (i) and (ii) do not hold at the same time for s = 3. We proved the 'only if' part during the proof of the claim. The 'if' part is clear.
Finally, assume that T s i,k|j,k is non empty for some s ∈ {2, 3}. Using (i) and (ii) we see that there is a 2-tail or a 3-tail of T i,k ∪ T j,k admitting the nodes of C i ∩ C j as terminal points. Since T 1 i,k|j,k consists at most of a tail with C i ∩ C j as terminal point, by (14) we see that T 1 i,k|j,k must be empty. 
The two inclusions appearing in (17) do not hold at the same time for W 0 and W m :
The points for which they fail to hold are exactly the difference nodes of T 2 i,k|j,k . 3.2. Admissibility conditions. Throughout the section, we keep the notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3. In particular, recall the sheaf L ψ introduced in (11) .
We say that L ψ is ψ-admissible, if the restriction of L ψ to every chain of ψ-exceptional components has degree −1, 0 or 1. The notion of admissibility is employed in Theorem 3.6 to show that ψ * L ψ is a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf. For more details on admissible invertible sheaf, we will refer to [9, Section 5]. 
• If S ∈ {R 1 , R 2 }, for some S ∈ C m ∩ C n and (m, n) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 with m = n, and if
•
• If R 1 = R 2 and {α,
Proof. The proof follows from [9, Theorem 6.5], using the relations (10). 
Proof. First, we claim that if there is a nonempty subcurve Y of C such that
Indeed, for each m ∈ {1, . . . , p} fix a smooth point Q m of C lying on C m . For each pair (m, n) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 consider the σ(0)-quasistable invertible sheaf N m,n on C defined as
Since Y is nonempty, N ′ is not σ(0)-quasistable, and hence there is a subcurve W of C such that β N ′ (W ) ≤ 0 (where the inequality is strict if P ∈ W ), with
The proof of the claim is complete. Suppose that T 
and hence we are done. Thus, we may assume that T 
for some ε ∈ {−1, 1}. Since W t−1 W t and W ′ t−1 ⊆ W ′ t , there are subcurves X and X ′ of C such that
If one between
Notice that X is a 2-tail admitting the difference nodes S 1 and S 2 of T Proof. Let us check the conditions of Lemma 3.
and m = n. We will often use that, for every (a, b) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 , we have
Assume that S ∈ {R 1 , R 2 }. By Lemma 3.5, we see that (18) holds if either α = α ′ or β = β ′ , so we can reduce to the case in which
recall that the first blowup performed by φ is along the diagonal of C 2 ), hence (18) holds. Moreover, (18) holds if S is a separating node of C. Indeed, in this case, let W be a 1-tail of C such that Term W = {S}.
Since W is Z-free, for every tail Z with k Z ≥ 2, it follows that
Therefore, to prove that (18) holds, we may assume that R 1 = R 2 and that the subsets of tails of T α,β and of T α ′ ,β ′ admitting S as terminal point consist respectively of a tail W 1 and of a tail W 2 (that are not 1-tails). We may also assume that W 1 ∪ W 2 crosses S, otherwise δ(α, β, m, n) = δ(α ′ , β ′ , m, n) and we are done. Notice that (W 1 , W 2 ) is not perfect, otherwise 
Fix i ∈ {3, 4}. We have U 1 ∈ Term Xi , otherwise U 1 ∈ X i and U 2 ∈ Term Xi , which implies that X 2 and X i do not contain each other, contradicting Remark 3.2. Analogously, using X 1 and X i , it follows that U 2 ∈ Term Xi . We deduce that
Thus, combining (14) with the condition (i) of Proposition 3.1, we see that C α , C α ′ , C β and C β ′ are contained in W 1 ∧ W 2 . In particular, we can repeat the above argument replacing
It follows from the claim and Proposition 3.1 that W 1 ∧ W 2 is a tail of T 2 α,β|α,β ′ which is neither minimal nor maximal. Using (17), we get
We see that (18) always holds. From now on, we may assume that (19) and (20) hold by Lemma 3.5. Using (10) and again Lemma 3.5, we see that to show (21) and (25), it suffices to prove that
If δ(α, β, α, α ′ ) < 0, then there is a tail W in T α,β such that C α ′ ⊆ W and such that Term W contains C α ∩C α ′ (hence C α is not contained in W ). The unique possibility is that W ∈ T 1 β , with α = β, and that C α ∩ C α ′ is a separating node. We obtain that δ(α, β, α, α ′ ) = −1 and δ(α ′ , β, α ′ , α) = 2. Similarly, if δ(α ′ , β, α ′ , α) < 0, we obtain that δ(α ′ , β, α ′ , α) = −1 and δ(α, β, α, α ′ ) = 2. Since
we see that (28) holds. One can prove (22) in a similar fashion.
Finally, again by Lemma 3.5, we have
Therefore, we see that (23) holds once we show that
and one can prove that this is true with a reasoning similar to the one employed to prove (28). One can prove (24) in a similar fashion. The last sentence is consequence of [9, Proposition 5.2]
The analysis locally around the diagonal
We will keep the notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Consider the map (12) and induced by the relative sheaf ψ * L
The goal of this section is to provide conditions ensuring that α 2 • φ is defined locally around the locus of C 2 lying over the points (R, R) of C 2 , for R ∈ N (C). The conditions are always satisfied by the Abel-Jacobi map of C/B (see Theorem 4.4).
Lemma 4.1. Let C be a curve and µ : C(d) → C be the contraction map, for a positive integer d. Let E be a polarization on C and P be a smooth point of C(d). Let L and M be invertible sheaves on C(d). Let R be the set of µ-exceptional components. Assume that there is a smoothing X → B of C(d) such that
If L is µ-admissible and M is P -quasistable with respect to µ * E, then µ * L is µ(P )-quasistable with respect to E.
Proof. Use [9, Propositions 5.2 and 5.3], observing that an invertible sheaf on C which is P -quasistable with respect to µ * E is µ-admissible.
Recall the identification of X A with C(2) and of ψ(X A ) with C, and of the map µ : C(2) → C with ψ| XA : X A → ψ(X A ). Recall that ξ is the composed map
where the second map is the projection onto the last factor.
Consider the Cartier divisor D of C 3 given by
Let Q γ1 and Q γ2 be smooth points of ψ(X A ) lying on C γ1 and C γ2 . Then O C 3 (D) has degree 0 on the ψ| XA -exceptional components and the invertible sheaf
is σ(0)-quasistable with respect to E| ψ(XA) .
Proof. Fix a slice λ : B → C 2 through A, let W → B be the λ-smoothing of X A and θ : W → C 3 be the induced map (see Diagram (5)). Set α m := α P,E γ1,γ2,m . Fix a node S of C such that S ∈ C m ∩ C n , for (m, n) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 and m = n, and set X A,S := C m ∪ C n ∪ E S . By [9, 
, γ 2 )} and satisfying the following properties
Therefore, we obtain
and where D 2 is not supported on X A,T . It follows from (29) and (30) that O W (D 1 + D 2 ) has degree 0 on every ψ-exceptional component. Moreover, for each m ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we have
γ1,γ2 )| C are invertible sheaves on C with the same degree on irreducible components of C, which proves the last sentence.
⊗ O XA is ψ| XA -admissible and its push-forward via ψ| XA is σ(0)-quasistable with respect to E| ψ(XA) , for a distinguished point A of C 2 , then the
defined on an open subset of C 2 containing A. If this condition is satisfied for every distinguished point
⊗ O XA is ψ| XA -admissible, then its formation commutes with base change (see [9, Proposition 5.2] ). Assume also that its push-forward via ψ| XA is σ(0)-quasistable with respect to E| ψ(XA) . Let p 1 : C 2 × B C → C 2 and p 2 : C 2 × B C → C be the projections onto the first and last factor and let σ ′ be the section of p 1 obtained as pull-back of the section σ of π : C → B. Since quasistability is an open property (see [14, Proposition 34 Theorem 4.4. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C with a section σ through its smooth locus. Let C 1 , . . . , C p be the irreducible components of C. Let P be a relative invertible sheaf on C/B of relative degree 2 + f and E be a polarization of degree f on C/B. Let φ : C 2 → C 2 and ψ : C 3 → C 2 × B C be good partial desingularizations. Let R be a node of C such that R ∈ C γ ∩ C γ ′ , for (γ, γ ′ ) ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 and γ = γ ′ and A ∈ φ −1 (R, R) be a distinguished point of C 2 . Assume that the following conditions hold (i) there is a possibly empty subcurve Y of C with C γ ⊆ Y and C γ ′ ⊆ Y c , and such that
Then the push-forward of L P,E ψ ⊗ O XA via ψ| XA is σ(0)-quasistable with respect to E| ψ(XA) . Hence, the map α 2 •φ :
is defined on an open subset of C 2 containing A. The conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied when deg Ci P = deg Ci O C (2σ(B)) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and E is a canonical polarization.
Proof. Recall that there is an identification of X A with C(2) and of ψ(X A ) with C. Abusing notation, we use the same symbol for both ψ and ψ| XA . We also use E to denote E| ψ(XA) . Fix a slice λ : B → C 2 through A, let W → B be the λ-smoothing of X A and θ : W → C 3 be the induced map (see Diagram (5)). By (13), there is a divisor D 1 of W supported on ψ-exceptional components such that
where N is a line bundle on X A with degree −1 on C γ and E R,γ ′ , and degree 0 on the remaining components of X A . Set
and
Recall the definition of canonical lifting introduced in Section 1.3 and set
⊗ O XA is ψ-admissible by Condition (ii), it turns out from Lemma 4.1 and from Equation (32) that to conclude our proof, it suffices to show that the invertible sheaf
)-quasistable with respect to E. Let V be a connected subcurve of X A with connected complementary subcurve. Consider the (possibly empty) subcurves of C
Thus, the degree of N on every chain of ψ-exceptional components is −1 or 0 (by Lemma 4.2, θ * ξ * P ⊗ M has degree 0 on ψ-exceptional components). Therefore, if V is contracted by ψ, then N is ψ −1 (σ(0))-quasistable over V with respect to E. We may assume that V and V c are not contracted by ψ. In particular, if we set
c , the subcurve ψ(V ) does not cross R, and hence R ∈ V ′ ∩ V ′′ .
Using (33), we see that deg
chains of rational curves, we get β N (E V , E) = 0. Consider the subcurves of X A
Recall that there is an identification of ψ(X A ) with C. Let Q γ and Q γ ′ be smooth points of C lying on C γ and C γ ′ and define the invertible sheaves N ′ and N ′′ on C
It follows from Lemma 4.2 and Condition (i) that N ′ and N ′′ are σ(0)-quasistable invertible sheaves on C with respect to E.
= g V ′ and since the degree of ξ * E on ψ-exceptional components is 0, by construction we get
and similarly also
where the last inequality is strict if σ(0) ∈ V . We also get
where the last inequality is strict if σ(0) ∈ V and the last equality holds because Z is connected.
The last two sentences follow from Lemmas 4.3, 3.5 and 3.6.
Remark 4.5. We warn the reader that the proof of Theorem 4.4 can not easily modify to prove a similar result for more general distinguished points. In the proof we strongly use the obvious fact that O C (Z
)| C is not trivial. Thus, one should be able to describe such an invertible sheaf, possibly giving rise to difficult combinatorial issues. For this reason, in the next sections we will use a different approach.
On some properties of distinguished points
Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C and φ : C 2 → C 2 be a good partial desingularization. In this section, we will introduce the notions of quasistable and synchronized distinguished points of C 2 via purely combinatorial conditions on C and φ. The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 6.3 will be the following result: if a distinguished point is quasistable, then it is synchronized. The main goal of this section will be Propositions 5.3 and 5.6, giving necessary conditions for the proof of this implication. Figure 3 , we will let A be a distinguished point of C 2 , with
More notation and terminology. Keep the notation of Sections 2.2 and 2.3. As depicted in
2 . We will set
Throughout the section, we will assume that φ(A) = (R 1 , R 2 ), with R 1 , R 2 ∈ N (C) and R 1 = R 2 .
. Recall the identification of X A with C(2) and of ψ(X A ) with C, and of the map µ : C(2) → C with ψ| XA : X A → ψ(X A ). For each t in {1, 2}, let T
1
Rt be the nested sets of 1-tails of X A = C(2) associated to E Rt,γt . We will set T
A be the nested set of s-tails of X A = C(2) associated to (E R1,γ1 , E R2,γ2 ), for each s in {2, 3}. We will set
Moreover, let T s α,β be the nested sets of tails of ψ(X A ) = C associated to (C α , C β ), for each (α, β) in P A and s in {1, 2, 3}. We will set
For each s in {2, 3}, we define m s := # T 
We say that A is s-synchronized, for s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, if the set function sending a tail Y of C(2) to the tail µ(Y ) of C induces a bijection
Let us collect some easy consequences of the definitions. If A is s-synchronized, then for every node S of C we have
In particular, if A is 2-synchronized, then for every t in {0, . . . , m 3 } we have 
The following property holds for every
Indeed, first notice that (α, β) = (α ′ , β ′ ), because R 1 ∈ Term W ∩Term W ′ , and hence
Arguing as in the previous paragraph, we see that
and that W and W ′ contain each other. In particular, we have Let s be in {2, 3}. Define ζ s as follows: If s = 2, set ζ 2 := 0; if s = 3, we let ζ 3 be the maximal positive integer greater or equal to 3 (if it exists) such that
, for every t ∈ {3, . . . , ζ s } with t ≡ 0(3), and set ζ 3 := 0 otherwise. Notice that ζ s ≡ 0(3). Fix (α, β) ∈ P A . We define
In what follows, if either T (
A ,R2 = 0, then there is a 2-tail W with R 1 and R 2 as terminal points. Indeed, if W t is a tail of T 2 A such that {R 1 , R 2 } ∩ Term Wt = {R t }, for each t ∈ {1, 2}, then W 1 ∧ W 2 is a 2-tail as required. Since A is quasistable, we have 
Thus, the other inclusion in (39) holds and hence
u }, which concludes the proof of the first part item (i).
Suppose now that d T 2 A ,R1 = 0 and
The properties stated in (37) hold. Arguing as in the first part of the proof, we get that (40) holds with u = 1. Moreover, W ,R1 = 0, for some t in {1, 2}, and that d T 2 A ,R2 = 0. Consider the set R = {W ∈ T 3 A : R 1 ∈ Term W and R 2 ∈ Term W }. Assume that at least one of the following properties holds
A ,R2 = 0 and A is quasistable, by Proposition 3.1(i) we have
There is exactly a node S of
In what follows, we denote by Z either a tail µ(Y ), for Y as in (i), or a tail of R.
We claim that S is contained in Z and d T 2
Notice that Z ∧ X 0 admits R 2 as terminal point, hence Z ∧ X 0 is not a 2-tail, by (41). Moreover, Z is not X 0 -terminal, otherwise Term X0 ⊆ Z, hence X 0 ⊆ Z (see Lemma 2.7), a contradiction. Thus, by [22, Lemma 3.3(iii)] we see that Z ∪ X 0 is a 2-tail crossing both T 0 and R 2 . We may assume that Term Z∪X0 = {T 1 , U }, and that X 0 crosses V . By Lemma 2.5, there is a (
We may assume that T 1 ∈ Term X1 , otherwise U ∈ Term X1 and Proposition 3.1(i) would imply that
A ,T2 ≡ 0(3) and T 2 = S) and there is X 2 ∈ T 2 γt,γ ′ 3−t such that T 2 ∈ Term X2 and X 1 X 2 . Write Term X2 = {T 2 , T 3 }. Arguing as before, Z ∪ X 2 is a 2-tail crossing both T 2 and R 2 , with T 3 and U as terminal points. The claim follows just by iterating the reasoning.
⊆ Z, otherwise we would have
; by the claim and by Lemma 2.6, Z would contain a tail of T 3 γ1,γ2 with R 2 as terminal point, contradicting that A is quasistable. Similarly, if t = 2, then C γ2 ⊆ Z, otherwise we would get the same contradiction by noticing that the properties
with R 2 as terminal point.
Thus, using the claim and Lemma 2.6, we see that Z contains a tail W in T
Notice that W admits R 2 as terminal point, hence W is the minimal tail of T
,R1 = 0, the tail W crosses R 1 , hence W ∈ R. Since any Z contains W , we see that W is the minimal tail of R and W ⊆ µ(Y ), for every Y as in (i). (2) and satisfying the following properties
A ,R1 = 0 and d T 3 A ,R1 = 0, then ζ 3 = τ 3 (0) = 0. Proof. By Remark 3.2, for every t ∈ {1, 2} one of the following inclusions holds
In particular,
, 2}, of course we are done. Thus, by (42), we may assume that one of the following properties hold
, for some t ∈ {1, 2}, again we are done, hence we may also assume that W s 0 = W s t , for every t ∈ {1, 2}. If the left hand side of (44) holds, by Lemma 3.1(i) we have that W s 0 admits {R 1 , R 2 } as terminal points, contradicting the fact that A is quasistable. If the right hand side of (44) holds, again by Lemma 3.1(i) we have
For every t ∈ {1, 2}, the tail W 
A , and using (43) we would get a contradiction. Since W s t crosses R t and contains R 3−t as terminal point for every t ∈ {1, 2}, it follows from (43) and from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 that there are tails in T
containing R 1 and R 2 as terminal points, which is not possible because A is quasistable.
Suppose now that s = 3 and
, for distinct t 1 , t 2 ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and combining this equality with (42) we are done. If
and Term and, using again (42), we are done. From now on, we may assume s = 3 and
We now use Equation (42) 
, for some t ∈ {0, 1}, then we have W 
)-free (see (34) and (35)). Using that A is quasistable,
A . Since A is 2-synchronized, W is the image via µ of a tail in T 
,R1 = 0, and
By (14), we get d T 2
,R2 = 0 and we see that the minimal tail of T 2 γ1,γ2 is W 2 1 -free. By Proposition 3.1, we deduce that
As a consequence of (35), we have that µ(Y ) is T 
We see that # T 3 A ≥ ζ and, for every t ∈ {0, . . . , ζ − 1}, there is i ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that Y t ⊆ L Wt i , hence µ(Y t ) ⊆ W t . By contradiction, assume that µ(Y u ) = W u for some u < ζ, and let u be the minimum for which this condition holds. If u > 0, we (38) we get u ≡ 0(3) and hence
To get a contradiction, it suffices that W u+j ⊆ µ(Y u ), for some j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, because W u+j = W u for every j ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Indeed, if µ(Y u ) crosses R 1 and R 2 , then it is T 2 α,β -free for every (α, β) ∈ P A (use (38) and that A is 2-synchronized), and hence we are done by (45). On the other hand, if R 1 ∈ Term µ(Yu) , then u = 0; we need only show that µ(Y ) contains a tail of T (46) and (47) hold respectively when t = 1 and t = 2, and for ζ s = 0.
Suppose
.
By Lemmas 5.1(i) and 5.2 there is a unique node
A -free, and we conclude as in the previous paragraph. Thus, we may assume that S ∈ Term W . If either d J induced by ψ * L ψ is defined everywhere. Thanks to Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, we need only deal with distinguished points of C 2 lying over points of C 2 consisting of pairs of distinct reducible nodes of C. To produce a map φ achieving our goal, we provide a combinatorial characterization of the blowups of C 2 for which α 2 • φ is defined on an open subset of C 2 containing such a distinguished point (see Theorem 6.3). Throughout this section, we will keep the notation of Section 5.1. 6.1. Comparing properties of distinguished points. In this subsection, we will prove the key result stating that if a distinguished point is quasistable, then it is synchronized (see Proposition 6.2). Actually, the two notions turn out to be equivalent (see Theorem 6.3).
Lemma 6.1. The distinguished point A is 1-synchronized.
Proof. For each t ∈ {1, 2}, write
If R t is not a separating node, then T 
Let u be the maximal number in {0, 1, 2} (if it exists) for which W ζs+τs(u) = C, otherwise put u := −1. Recall that we set m s := # T s A − 1. By Lemma 6.1, we need only show that A is s-synchronized. We prove at the same time the cases s = 2 and s = 3; thus, during the proof for s = 3, we may assume that A is 2-synchonized.
Step 1. We claim that A is s-synchronized if the following properties hold (P1) m s ≥ ζ + u and, if u ≥ 0, then µ(Y 
Indeed, this implies that A is s-synchronized when ζ = 0 and, by Lemma 5.5, also that A is s-synchronized when ζ ≥ 3. For an integer t ≥ 0, write t = 3a t + b t , for integers a t ≥ 0 and b t ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and set v t := 3a t + τ (b t ).
We begin by proving that µ(Y t ) = W vt , for every t in {ζ, . . . , m s }. We proceed by induction. We may assume that u ≥ 0, otherwise m s = ζ − 1, and we have nothing to prove. The statement holds for t in {ζ, . . . , ζ + u} by Condition (P1). We may assume that u = 2, otherwise m s = ζ + u and we are done. Let t be in {ζ + 3, . . . , m s }. By Condition (P2), the tail µ(Y t ) is T (the equality by induction), it follows that W vt−3 ≺ W vt ⊆ µ(Y t ). We also have
Notice that v t ≥ ζ + 3, because ζ ≡ 0(3 , and we deduce that µ(Y t ) ⊆ W vt and hence µ(Y t ) = W vt . Up to switching the W t 's with the W vt 's, we can assume that µ(Y t ) = W t , for every t ∈ {ζ, . . . , m s }. By contradiction, suppose that W t0 = C is not in the image of µ, for some t 0 > m s , with t 0 the minimum integer satisfying this condition. Notice that t 0 > ζ + 2, otherwise u ≤ 1 and W t0 = C. Thus, we have t 0 > 2 and µ(Y t0−3 ) = W t0−3 ≺ W t0 (the equality by the minimal property of t 0 ), hence
By Condition (P2), the canonical liftings of W t0 are T 2 A -free for s = 3 (we use again that A is 2-synchronized for s = 3), hence m s ≥ t 0 , which is a contradiction.
Step 2. We show that Condition (P1) holds. We may assume W ζs+τ (0) = C, otherwise we are done, because by Proposition 5.6 we would have # T
. 
By
A ,R1 = 0 and d T 3 A ,R1 = 0. By Proposition 5.3(ii), we have ζ = τ (0) = 0. It follows from (49) that R 1 is a terminal point of W 0 and hence, since A is quasistable, we see that W 0 , and hence W τ (1) , crosses R 2 . Define
By (34) Finally, suppose s = 3 and that the following properties hold 
A ,R2 = 0, then by Remark 3.3 there is a node S ∈ C \ {R 1 , R 2 } such that S ∈ Term W ζ+τ (0) and d T 2 A ,S ≡ 0(3) and S is uniquely determined by Lemma 5.1(i). In any case, by Lemma 5.2 we have S ∈ W ζ+τ (0) . Let m ∈ {1, . . . , p} 2 be such that S ∈ C m and C m ⊆ W ζ+τ (0) , and define
we can conclude as before using Lemma 5.6.
Step 3. We show that Condition (P2) holds. We are in the case s = 3, hence we may assume that A is 2-synchronized. Let S be a node of C such that d T 2
A ,S = 0. We need to prove that S is not a terminal point of a tail in the sets {µ(Y 3 t )} t>ζ+2 and {W t : W t = C} t>ζ+2 .
If d T 2
A ,S = 3, this is obvious for the second set, and by (35) also for the first one. Thus, we may assume d T 2
A ,S ≡ 0(3) and, by Lemma 3.1(i), also that d T 2 A ,R1 = 0. Set W := W ζ+τ (0) . We can assume W = C (i.e. u ≥ 0), otherwise the above sets are empty by Proposition 5.6, and we have nothing to prove. Since µ(Y ζ+t ) = W ζ+τ (t) ⊆ W ζ+τ (t+1) for every t ∈ {0, . . . u}, we see that W ≺ µ(Y t1 ) ∧ W t2 , for every t 1 > ζ + 2 and t 2 > ζ + 2. Thus, it suffices that S ∈ W . Of course, we may assume that S ∈ C \ {R 1 , R 2 }; it follows from Lemma 5.1(i) that S is uniquely determined by the condition d 6.2. From the local to the global resolution. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C. We are ready to state and prove the main results of the paper. First, in Theorem 6.3, we will give a combinatorial criterion for the existence of a local resolution for the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map α 2 of C/B. Second, in Theorem 6.4, we will show that the blowup C 2 along products of 2-tails and 3-tails of C fulfills the local criterion and hence gives rise to a global algebraic resolution of α 2 .
Theorem 6.3. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C with a section σ through its smooth locus. Let φ : C 2 → C 2 and ψ : C 3 → C 2 × B C be good partial desingularizations. Let R 1 , R 2 be in N (C), with R 1 = R 2 . Let A 1 and A 2 be the distinguished point of C 2 in φ −1 (R 1 , R 2 ). The following properties are equivalent Proof. By Proposition 6.2, item (i) implies item (ii). Using [14, Proposition 1], item (iii) implies item (iv). By Theorem 3.6, L ψ | XA is ψ| XA -admissible and its formation commutes with base change: By Lemma 4.3 and by the fact that J is a fine moduli scheme (see Section 2.1), items (iii) and (v) are equivalent.
From now on, we will denote by A one of the two distinguished points in {A 1 , A 2 }. Recall the identification of X A with C(2) and of ψ(X A ) with C, and the identification of the contraction map µ : C(2) → C with ψ| XA : X A → ψ(X A ). As usual, we let (γ 1 , γ 2 ) and (γ and T s γ1,γ2|γ3−tγ ′ t is a totally ordered set with respect to inclusion for each s in {1, 2, 3} (see Proposition 3.1). Therefore, if R 3−t is a terminal point of Y t , we have Since I ∆1| C 3 ⊗ I ∆2| C 3 has degree 0 on each component of E S , we see that L ψ has nonzero degree on at least one component of E S . Finally, consider R t , for some t ∈ {1, 2}. It is easy to check that if R t ∈ Term Y , then R t ∈ Term Y1 ∩ Term Y2 and C γt ⊆ Y . Thus, using (51), we see that there is a Cartier divisor D 3 of W supported on the ψ| XA -exceptional components E Rt,γt and E Rt,γ ′ We say that φ S is symmetric if for every i in {1, . . . , N } there is j in {1, . . . , N } (possibly with i = j) such that W i,1 = W j,2 and W i,2 = W j,1 .
We say that φ S resolves the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map of C/B if the composed rational map α 2 • φ S : C 2 S J is a morphism, where α 2 : C 2 J is the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map of C/B.
Theorem 6.4. Let π : C → B be a smoothing of a nodal curve C with a section σ through its smooth locus. Let C 1 , . . . , C p be the irreducible components of C. If S is an ordered set of Weil divisors of C 2 given by products of type W × W , for tails W of C with k W ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then φ S is independent of the ordering of the Weil divisors appearing in S. Consider the set of Weil divisors of C 2 T = {W × W : W is a tail of C, with k W ∈ {2, 3}}.
Then φ T is symmetric and resolves the degree-2 Abel-Jacobi map of C/B.
Proof. For every tail W of C with k W ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the blowup of C 2 at W × W is an isomorphism away from the locus of the points (R 1 , R 2 ), with {R 1 , R 2 } ⊆ Term W . Recall that the first blowup appearing in the sequence φ S is the blowup along the diagonal of C 2 . Thus, if S ′ is obtained by a permutation of the tails of S and if φ S is distinct from φ S ′ , then there are tails W 1 and W 2 of C such that k Wi ∈ {2, 3} and such that {R 1 , R 2 } ⊆ Term W1 ∩ Term W2 with R 1 = R 2 , and where the blowups η 1 and η 2 of C 2 respectively along W 1 × W 1 and W 2 × W 2 are distinct locally around (R 1 , R 2 ). In particular, we see that (W 1 , W 2 ) is perfect. Let (γ 1 , γ Then, locally around the point (R 1 , R 2 ), we may assume that η 1 is the blowup of C 2 along C γ1 × C γ2 and η 2 the one along C γ1 × C γ ′
2
. We see that The fact that φ T is symmetric is clear. Let us show that φ T resolves the degree-2 Abel map of C/B. Let φ : C 2 → C 2 be any good partial desingularization such that φ = φ T • η, for some η : C 2 → C 2 T . We claim that if A ∈ φ −1 (R 1 , R 2 ) is a distinguished point of C 2 , with R 1 = R 2 and {R 1 , R 2 } ⊆ N (C), then A is quasistable. Indeed, let (γ 1 , γ 
constant; in this case, its fiber is isomorphic to the g 1 2 of C η . A natural question is whether or not a similar property holds for the special fiber of π.
